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The recently theoretical and experimental researches related to PT -symmetric system have at-
tracted unprecedented attention because of various novel features and potentials in extending canon-
ical quantum mechanics. However, as the counterpart of PT -symmetry, there are only a few re-
searches on anti-PT -symmetry. Here, we propose an algorithm for simulating the universal anti-
PT -symmetric system with quantum circuit. Utilizing the protocols, an oscillation of information
flow is observed for the first time in our Nuclear Magnetic Resonance quantum simulator. We will
show that information will recover from the environment completely when the anti-PT -symmetry
is broken, whereas no information can be retrieved in the symmetry-unbroken phase. Our work
opens the gate for practical quantum simulation and experimental investigation of universal anti-
PT -symmetric system in quantum computer.
Traditional quantum mechanics requires Hermitian
Hamiltonians to describe closed physical systems, while
the dynamic evolution of open systems is typically de-
scribed by non-Hermitian Hamiltonians [1, 2]. The non-
hermitian Hamiltonian of open systems has attracted
extensive attention and research because of the discov-
ery by Bender and Boettcher in 1998 [3]. It was found
that Hamiltonians satisfying parity P (spatial reflection)
and T (time reversal) symmetry instead of hermitic-
ity can still have real energy spectra and orthogonal
eigenstates in the symmetry-unbroken phase, in which
the eigenfunction of system Hamiltonian is at the same
time an eigenfunction of the PT operator [4, 5]. When
the Hamiltonian parameters cross the exceptional point,
PT -symmetry will be broken and lead to a symmetry-
breaking transition [6–8]. This work has inspired numer-
ous theoretical and experimental studies [9–15] of the
non-hermitian systems, including demonstrating novel
properties of open systems [16, 17] and extending fun-
damental quantum mechanics [20, 21]. However, there
are limited investigations on another important counter-
part anti-PT -symmetry, which means the system Hamil-
tonian is anti-commutative with the joint PT operator
{H,PT } = 0. Some relevant experimental demonstra-
tions have been realized in atoms [29–31], optical [32–
37], electrical circuit resonators [38] and diffusive sys-
tems [39]. Quantum processes such as symmetry break-
ing transition, observation of exceptional point and simu-
lation of anti-PT -symmetric Lorentz dynamics have been
presented in these experiments [29, 33, 37, 38], whereas
the novel characteristics of entanglement [17–19] and in-
formation flow [22–24] in the anti-PT -symmetric system,
which would present various phenomena different from
Hermitian quantum mechanics and reveal the relation-
ship between system and environment, have not been
fully thorough investigated in the experiment.
In this work, we propose an algorithm for the sim-
ulation of universal anti-PT -symmetric evolution with
quantum circuit model and report the first experimen-
tal observation of information flow oscillation in anti-
PT -symmetric system on Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
quantum computing platform. It is based on decompos-
ing the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian evolution into a sum
of unitary operators and realizing the simulation in an
enlarged Hilbert space with ancillary qubits [40]. We
will show that the information flow oscillates back and
forth between the environments and system in broken
phase and the phenomenon of information backflow oc-
curs, which means that information flows from the en-
vironment back to the system and this does not happen
in traditional Hermitian quantum mechanics [22, 25, 26].
The oscillation period and amplitude increase as the sys-
tem parameters approach the exceptional point. When
passing through the critical point, the information back-
flow no longer occurs, and can only be attenuated expo-
nentially from the system and leakage information into
the environment. The monotone correspondence relation
can provide a way to measure the degree of hermiticity
for an open system. The phase-breaking and information
flow transition at exceptional point observed in our ex-
periment also mean the transition from non-Markovian
process to Markovian process [24, 27, 28].
Construction of simulation scheme—For an arbitrary
n-dimensional target evolution operator, it can always
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FIG. 1: Quantum circuits for the simulation of universal anti-
PT -symmetric single-qubit system. Single-qubit operators V0
and H (Hardmard gate) are operated on the ancillary qubits
and two two-qubit operators (0-controlled V1 and 1-controlled
V2) are implemented to the system followed by four three-
qubit controlled quantum gates Ui(i ∈ (1, 2, 3, 4)) and we
achieve anti-PT -symmetric evolution on the work qubit by
collapsing the ancillary qubits into |00〉〈00| based on our pa-
rameters setup.
be decomposed into the form U =
∑d
i=1 αiUi and coef-
ficients αi depend on the choice of decomposition but
satisfy construction condition
∑d
i=1 |αi| = α. Then,
by constructing operators Gˆ =
∑d
i=1
√
αi
α |i〉〈0| work-
ing on the ancillary qubits and controlled-operator Uˆ =∑d
i=1 |i〉〈i| ⊗ Ui, we can realize the simulation of Hamil-
tonian evolution in the subspace of 〈0|Gˆ†UˆGˆ|0〉 [40–43].
For a single-qubit system, the universal form of anti-PT -
symmetric Hamiltonian can be written as
HˆAPT =
(
reiθ is
iµ −re−iθ
)
(1)
where all the parameters r, θ, s, µ are real num-
bers. Unlike PT -symmetry which means system Hamil-
tonian HˆPT commutes with joint operator PT , anti-PT -
symmetric Hamiltonian satisfies anti-commutation rela-
tion PHˆ†APT P = −HˆAPT , where operator P is the Pauli
σx matrix and the time-reversal operator T corresponds
to complex conjugation. The eigenvalues of Hamilto-
nian HˆAPT are ε± = ir sin θ ±
√
r2 cos2 θ − µs and the
system is termed in the regime of unbroken anti-PT -
symmetric phase when r2 cos2 θ − µs < 0. For conve-
nience, we set the difference between the two eigenvalues
as w = ε+ − ε− = 2
√
r2 cos2 θ − µs. The dynamics gov-
erned by an anti-PT -symmetric non-Hermitian Hamilto-
nian HˆAPT is described by
ρˆ(t) =
e−iHˆAPT tρˆ(0)eiHˆAPT t
tr[e−iHˆAPT tρˆ(0)eiHˆAPT t]
(2)
Here we employ the usual Hilbert-Schmidt inner prod-
uct instead of a preferentially selected one and consider
the effective non-unitary dynamics of an open quantum
system [22, 44]. We construct a general single-qubit anti-
PT symmetric quantum system to simulate the dynamics
evolution in Eq.(2) by enlarging the system with entan-
gled ancillary qubits and encoding the subsystem with
the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian with post-selection.
Quantum circuit used to simulate the anti-PT -
symmetric evolution is shown in Fig.(1) including two
ancillary qubits and one work qubit forming a three-qubit
scheme. The initial state is prepared in |00〉a|ψ〉w first,
then an unitary operator V0 and two two-qubit operators
(0-controlled V1 and 1-controlled V2) are implemented on
the ancillary qubits just as shown in the dotted box. The
operation in the dotted box is equivalent to an operator
V and only the first column is definable. The first column
of two-qubit operator V without considering the normal-
ization constant is [V11, V21, V31, V41] and
V11 = cos(wt/2~) , V21 =
s+ µ
w
sin(wt/2~)
V31 = i
s− µ
w
sin(wt/2~) , V41 =
−2ir cos θ
w
sin(wt/2~)
(3)
It does not matter what the other matrix elements in
operator V are, while we can determine the operator by
Schmidt Orthogonalization under the constrain that the
operator must be unitary. We can also decompose it into
single and two-qubit operators just as shown in the dot-
ted box of Fig.(1). Suppose that the normalized first col-
umn of the two-qubit operator is [V
′
11, V
′
21, V
′
31, V
′
41] satis-
fying normalization conditions
∑4
i=1 |V
′
i1|2 = 1, and then
we can construct 4×4 unitary matrix V that satisfies the
constrain and the concrete form of operators can be de-
termined by Eq.(4).
V = (V1 ⊕ V2) · (V0 ⊗ I) (4)
where the single-qubit unitary operators V0 and two-
qubit controlled operators Vk(k = 1, 2) are determined
by
V0 =
(√|V ′11|2 + |V ′21|2 √|V ′31|2 + |V ′41|2√
|V ′31|2 + |V ′41|2 −
√
|V ′11|2 + |V ′21|2
)
= R(θ0)
Vk =

V
′
2k−1,1√
|V ′2k−1,1|2+|V
′
2k,1|2
V
′
2k,1√
|V ′2k−1,1|2+|V
′
2k,1|2
V
′
2k,1√
|V ′2k−1,1|2+|V
′
2k,1|2
−V ′2k−1,1√
|V ′2k−1,1|2+|V
′
2k,1|2
 = R(θk)
(5)
The rotation operator can be expressed as R(θl) =(
cos θl sin θl
sin θl − cos θl
)
, (l = 0, 1, 2). According to the decompo-
sition method and parameters in the anti-PT -symmetric
Hamiltonian, we can determine the explicit forms of the
angles in the three operators.
θ0 = arccos
√
w2 cos2(wt/2~) + (µ+ s)2 sin2(wt/2~)
w2 + 2(µ+ s)2 sin2(wt/2~)
θ1 = arccos
w cos(wt/2~)√
w2 cos2(wt/2~) + (µ+ s)2 sin2(wt/2~)
θ2 = arccos
i(s− µ)√
(µ− s)2 + 4r2 cos2 θ
(6)
The single-qubit operator V0 and two controlled-
Vk(k = 1, 2) gates are all unitary, which is feasible to
realize in quantum computation frame. Next, the three-
qubit controlled-Ui(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) construct a set of com-
plete basis in two-dimensional Hilbert space on the work
3system, which means operators Ui can be set as identity
matrix σ0 = I2×2 and Pauli matrix σx, σy, σz. Finally,
two Hardmard gates are applied on the ancillary qubits
to mix up the states and the target quantum state ρˆ(t)
of the work system can be obtained when two ancillary
qubits collapse into state |00〉〈00| according to our pa-
rameters setup. It is worth emphasizing that our scheme
works for both unbroken and broken anti-PT -symmetric
phase, even at the exceptional point. Therefore, our pro-
tocol provides a novel method to investigate various prop-
erties of anti-PT -symmetric system.
Experimental Application—To present the informa-
tion retrieval in anti-PT -symmetric system, we iden-
tify the information flow by trace distance between two
quantum states D(ρˆ1(t), ρˆ2(t)) =
1
2 tr|ρˆ1(t) − ρˆ2(t)| and
|Mˆ | =
√
Mˆ†Mˆ . The trace distance keeps invariant under
unitary transformations whereas does not increase un-
der completely positive and trace-preserving maps which
means the unidirectional information flow from the sys-
tem to environment will not be recovered. However, the
complete information retrieval from the environment in
PT -symmetric system has been proposed in theory [22].
In contrast, there has been little research in the coun-
terpart anti-PT -symmetric system and in this work, we
observed an oscillation of information flow in anti-PT -
symmetric single-qubit system in experiment based on
our Nuclear Magnetic Resonance platform.
As a proof-of-principle experiment, we consider a two-
level anti-PT -symmetric system HAPT = s(iσˆx + λσˆz),
where s ≥ 0 is an energy scale and λ ≥ 0 is a coeffi-
cient representing the degree of Hermiticity. The eigen-
values of the Hamiltonian are ±s√λ2 − 1 and the anti-
PT -symmetry will be unbroken if λ < 1 and the two-
order exceptional point is located at λ = 1. The dy-
namic evolution under HAPT can be realized via our
protocol presented above by setting the parameters in
Eq.(1) as θ = 0 and r = λs = λµ appropriately. We
take different λ values in both anti-PT -symmetric un-
broken and broken region to observe the dynamic fea-
ture of the system. We need to evolve the system un-
der anti-PT -symmetric dynamics with different initial
state |0〉〈0| and |1〉〈1| to determine the distinguishability
and we extend the controlled gates Ui = σi to two-qubit
Hilbert space Ui = σi ⊗ σi (i ∈ {0, x, y, z}) and add one
more rotation σx on the second work qubit. Therefore,
the quantum systems in two different Hilbert space un-
dergo the same dynamics evolution induced by anti-PT -
symmetric Hamiltonian only with different initial state
and by this experimental setup, we can reduce the ran-
dom error caused by the change of environment.
In experiments, we use the spatial averaging technique
to prepare the pseudo-pure state [45, 46] from the ther-
mal equilibrium with 13C-labeled transcrotonic acid dis-
solved in d6-acetone as the four-qubit sample. The in-
ternal Hamiltonian under weak coupling approximation
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FIG. 2: Fidelities between the experimental results and theo-
retical expectation. The average fidelities labelled by red lines
are over 96% and the maximum deviations are within 2%.
is Hint = −
∑4
i=1 piνiσ
i
z +
∑4
i<j
pi
2 Jijσ
i
zσ
j
z, where νi is
the chemical shift and Jij is the J-coupling strength be-
tween the ith and jth nuclei. All the parameters are
determined by experimental measurement and the form
of the initial state is |ρ0000〉 = (1− )I/16+|0000〉〈0000|
and  ≈ 10−5 is the polarization. The first item doesn’t
evolve under unitary operators and the second deviated
part is equivalent to quantum pure state. The fideli-
ties between experimental and ideal pure state |0000〉
are over 99.5%, which are calculated by the definition
F (ρ, σ) = tr(ρσ)/
√
trρ2
√
trσ2 [51]. Subsequently, we ap-
ply the quantum operations in our algorithm according
to the different parameter setup. We fix evolution time
tf = 1s and set s = 3 as the energy scale. Four val-
ues of λ ∈ {2, 1.5, 1.01, 0.5} are chosen and the former
three are located at broken phase and the last one leads
to unbroken anti-PT -symmetry. All the operations are
realized using shaped pulses optimized by the gradient
method [47]. Each shaped pulse is simulated to be over
99.5% fidelity while being robust to the static field dis-
tributions and inhomogeneity. By performing four-qubit
quantum state tomography [48–50], we obtain the tar-
get density matrix when the ancillary qubits are |00〉 at
the end of circuit. We extract nine discrete time points
and the mean fidelities between the theoretical expecta-
tions and experimental values are over 96% in Fig.(2).
The information flow identified by experimental results
are plotted in Fig.(3). Because of the random fluctu-
ations of the amplitude and phase in control field, the
experimental results produce some random errors. We
suppose that the random fluctuations are within a range
of 5% in amplitude and in phase, which are common in
actual experimental process, then the fluctuation range
of distinguishability are also plotted as the errorbar.
Analysis of experimental results—Our experimental
results clearly show that the distinguishability oscillates
4FIG. 3: Experimental results of information flow measured
by distinguishability. Four λ values are set in our experiment
including three broken anti-PT -symmetric phase and one un-
broken point. The solid lines represent theoretical values, and
the nine discrete points on each line are experimental results.
Theoretical error range of distinguishability are numerically
analyzed based on the assumption that fluctuations of ampli-
tude and phase are within a range of 5%.
with evolution time when the system symmetry is bro-
ken and information can retrieve from the environment
completely. The closer you get to the exceptional point,
the bigger the period gets and the larger the amplitude
of information vibration becomes, which means the sys-
tem undergoes larger fluctuations. However, the dis-
tinguishability decays with time and no information re-
cover from the environment in the unbroken anti-PT -
symmetric phase. The distinguishability oscillates with
period T = pi~/(s
√
λ2 − 1) and in order to validate our
experimental results about change trend, we theoreti-
cally analyze the oscillation period and amplitude just
as shown in Fig.(4). Such a change trend means that if λ
is large enough, the distinguishability will maintain un-
changed at value one, which corresponds to the physical
explanation that the non-Hermitian part (iσˆx) in system
Hamiltonian can be ignored compared with the Hermi-
tian part (λσˆz). Then the evolution process of the sys-
tem can be approximate to unitary evolution, in which
the information flow does not oscillate. In the symmetry-
unbroken phase, the amplitude keeps value one and the
period is zero, which means the system will lose all the
information into the environment and information back-
flow does not occur. Therefore, the behavior of the
system can be consistently understood and interpreted,
whether it is an Hermitian or an anti-PT -symmetric sys-
tem. In addition, the increase of distinguishability in
the broken phase implies that the anti-PT -symmetric
system exhibits unique non-Markovian behavior as well
[22, 23]. To further determine the evolution characteris-
tics, we theoretically calculated the purity of the quan-
tum state in Fig.(5) and observed similar oscillation and
attenuation phenomena just like information flow. This
means that the quantum state evolving under the anti-
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FIG. 4: The amplitude and period of distinguishability as
functions of λ according the same parameter setup in exper-
iment. The locally enlarged subgraph is the change trend
around exceptional point.
FIG. 5: Purity of quantum state evolving with time under
different λ values. When parameters locate in the unbroken
anti-PT -symmetric phase (λ < 1), purity will decay expo-
nentially with time and approach value 0.5, which means a
maximum mixed state. The oscillation of purity can be ob-
served in the broken phase.
PT -symmetric Hamiltonian will be entangled with the
environment so as to a decoherence process, but the pro-
cess is reversible in the case of broken phase and irre-
versible in the unbroken phase.
Conclusion—We propose an algorithm for the simu-
lation of universal anti-PT -symmetric system and ob-
serve an oscillation of information flow in experiment.
We compare the performance when system parameters
approach exceptional point and change from anti-PT -
symmetric broken phase into unbroken phase. It is found
that both the oscillation period and amplitude increase
monotonically before the phase transition, whereas no
information will be retrieved from the environment any
more after passing the critical point, which means that
we have also realized a symmetry breaking process in
anti-PT -symmetric system. The monotone correspon-
dence relation in symmetry-broken phase implies that
5our results could supply a metric method to measure the
degree of non-hermiticity (∝ amplitude ∈ (0, 1)) for an
open system. The change tendency of the information
flow obtained in our experiment could supply a consis-
tent understanding method for the Hermitian and anti-
PT -symmetric systems. Our proposed scheme can be
extended to high-dimensional cases and other quantum
computing platforms.
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